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Case/Report Number: 05-1776/308 
TERESA MARIE HALBACH

05-1776/308 TERESA MARIE HALBACH
Date of Report:

Interview: 
12/12/2006 
QUINCY A. DENZER 

Date of Activity: 12/12/2006 

On Monday, 12/11/2006, Calumet County Detective Mark Weigert requested S/A James 
C. Holmes to interview QUINCY A. DENZER (DOB: 02/20/1981) about a telephone call 
he possibly made to STEVEN A. AVERY, SR.s (DOB: 07/09/162) cell phone number of 
920-323-4038 at 12:09 p.m. on Monday, 10/31/2005. 
Holmes that the aforementioned telephone call to AVERY'S cell phone had a duration of 
one minute and six seconds, and it originated from the telephone number of 

608-588-3063.

Det. Weigert informed S/A 

Det. Weigert had interviewed MELISSA L. DEHNER (DOB: 
07/06/1969) on 12/11/2006, as she had been the subscriber of the telephone number of 
608-588-3063 on 10/31/2005. DEHNER had informed Det. Weigert that QUINCY A. 
DENZER likely made the telephone call from her telephone number of 608-588-3063 to 
the telephone number of 920-323-4038 on 10/31/2005. Det. Weigert informed S/A 
Holmes that DENZER was currently located in the Dane County Public Safety Building. 

INTERVIEW OF QUINCYDENZER
On Tuesday, 12/12/2006, between approximately 9:44 a.m. and 10:05 a.m., S/A Holmes
interviewed QUINCY DENZER in an interview room located on the third floor of the 
Dane County Public Safety Building. S/A Holmes identified himself to DENZER, and 
infomed DENZER that S/A Holmes would like to interview DENZER about a matter in 
which DENZER was not in any trouble. S/A Holmes told DENZER that before S/A 
Holmes could interview DENZER, S/A Holmes wanted to inform DENZER of his 
Constitutional Rights. DENZER asked S/A Holmes how DENZER would benefit from 
speaking to S/A Holmes. S/A Holmes informed DENZER that DENZER would not be 
offered any benefit if he spoke to S/A Holmes. S/A Holmes again informed DENZER
that he was not in any trouble, and that the interview would likely only take five minutes.

At approximately, 9:45 a.m., S/A Holmes read the Miranda Warning to DENZER 
DENZER waived his Miranda Rights, as indicated by DENZER'S initials and signature 
that he placed on the one page 'Constitutional Rights' form that DENZER completed. 
The 'Constitutional Rights' form that DENZER signed will be included in the main DCI 
case file.

S/A Holmes asked DENZER if he knew STEVEN AVERY. DENZER replied that he 
did not know AVERY. DENZER then asked S/A Holmes if AVERY was the man who 
went to prison, found that he did not do the crime he committed, released from prison, but 
then committed another crime and went back to prison. S/A Holmes informed DENZER
that he was accurate. DENZER again replied that he did not know AVERY, but he had 
heard about AVERY on the local news channels. 
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S/A Holmes asked DENZER if he would have had any contact with AVERY. DENZER
replied that he did not know AVERY and that he had never talked to AVERY

S/A Holmes asked DENZER if he recognized the telephone number of 608-588-3063.
DENZER replied that 608-588-3063 used to be his girlfriend's, MELISSA DEHNER'S
home telephone number when DENZER and she resided in Spring Green, Wisconsin 

together. 

S/A Holmes asked DENZER if he was in Wisconsin in October of 2005. DENZER
replied that he was in Pennsylvania for work in October of 2005. DENZER did concrete 
work. S/A Holmes asked DENZER if he would have been in Wisconsin on 10/31/2005. 
Halloween. DENZER replied that he was in Wisconsin on Halloween of 2005 as he 
recalled taking his child and DEHNER'S Iwo children trick-or-treating in Spring Green. 

S/A Holmes asked DENZER if he recalled making a telephone call from 608-588-3063 to 
a telephone number of 920-323-4083 at around noon on 10/31/2006. DENZER asked 
S/A Holmes if 920-323-4083 was a cell phone that belonged to a woman with the first 
name of "DAWN," because if it did, then he likely made the telephone cal. DENZER 
explained that his ex-wife, BAMBI K. DENZER (DOB: 02/02/1980) resided in Lake 
Mills, Wisconsin with a woman named "DAWN," and DENZER would have attempted 
to contact "DAWN" on her cell phone in order to contact BAMBI DENZER to discuss 

who would have custody of their children during certain days. DENZER explained that 
BAMBI and he would talk on the phone in order to make arrangements concerning when 
each person would have custody of their children on certain days. The only way that 
DENZER could contact BAMBI was by calling "DAWN'S" cell phone number
DENZER stated that BAMBI resided with "DAWN" in October of 2005.
S/A Holmes told DENZER that 920-323-4083 was a cell phone, but it belonged to a man 
named STEVEN AVERY. S/A Holmes asked DENZER if he would have telephoned 
AVERY at 12:09 p.m. on 10/31/2005 at 920-323-4083. DENZER replied that he did not 
know AVERY and he would not have tried to contact AVERY.

S/A Holmes asked DENZER why a telephone call was made from 608-588-3063 to 
AVERY'S cell phone on 10/31/2005. 
telephoned 920-323-4083, as he thought it was possible that the aforementioned cell 
phone number could be very similar to "DAWN'S" cell phone number. DENZER did not 
recall "DAWN'S" cell phone number, but he stated that "DAWN'S" cell phone number
would be listed in DENZER'S old cell phone or DEHNER'S old cell phone. DENZER 
stated that "DAWN'S" cell phone number was listed as "dumbfuck" in his cell phone, and 
as "stupid fucking cunt" in DEHNER'S cell phone. DENZER explained that DEHNER
and he listed "DAWN'S" cell phone number under the aforementioned names because
that was how DENZER felt about his ex-wife, BAMBI DENZER. 

DENZER thought it was possible he might have 

DENZER informed the investigators that if "DAWN'S" cell phone number was similar to 
AVERY'S cell phone number of 920-323-4083, he would have called AVERY'S cell 
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phone number by mistake. DENZER did not have another reason for why he would have 
telephoned AVERY'S cell phone number as he never spoke to AVERY and he did not 
know AVERY at all. 

S/A Holmes asked DENZER if he knew TERESA M. HALBACH (DOB: 03/22/1980). 
DENZER responded that he did not know who HALBACH was. 

S/A Holmes asked DENZER if he had been in the Manitowoc, Wisconsin area at any 
time. DENZER replied that he had been to Manitowoc, Wisconsin for work during the 
summer of 2005. DENZER did concrete work on the Lowe's store in Manitowoc at that 

time. 

S/A Holmes asked DENZER if he had ever visited the AVERY'S AUTO SALVAGE
YARD. DENZER replied that he did not know what the AVERY's AUTO SALVAGE

YARD was. 

S/A Holmes thanked DENZER for speaking to him. The interview ended. 

End of report.
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